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Kris has 20 years of specialist experience practising in both regulatory crime and non-crime. Kris has very
significant expertise in local authority prosecutions in all regulatory areas which include false accounting,
benefit fraud, environmental protection act and building regulations cases. Kris has a recognised expertise in
taxi licensing appeals and alcohol licensing.

He appears for both appellants and respondents in planning enforcement appeals and public inquiries,
statutory appeals in education law, traffic commissioner work and inquests.

He represents the Chief Constable in any number of civil applications and is Direct Access approved.

Kris also takes instruction prosecuting and defending animal welfare cases and has done so over many years.

Affable, knowledgeable and easy to get on with, Kris is an excellent advocate of choice.

Regulatory Crime

R v Ali (Salah): leading case on POCA pursuant to breaches of planning enforcement notices where the
landlord illegally sublet subdivided properties in North London without planning permission deriving
over £1m in rent.

Animal Welfare

Kris also takes instruction prosecuting and defending animal welfare cases and has done so over many years.
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Local Government & Public Law

Alcohol licensing: sub- committee review and appeals to magistrates’ courts against licensing committee
decisions

Education appeals both the Governing Board and higher appeals.

Direct Access

Kris accepts work from lay clients via Direct Access. You can view his profile here.

Police Law

Kris acts for several Police forces and is regularly instructed on the following:

Anti-Social Behaviour Injunction (ASBI applications and breaches)
Closure order applications
Disclosure applications and responses
Domestic Violence Protection Orders (DVPO applications and breaches)
Notification Order applications
Sexual Harm Prevention Order applications (SHPO’s)
Sexual Risk Order applications (SRO)
Inquests

Appointments

Approved independent advocacy assessor to CPS
Advanced advocacy approved trainer for Lincoln’s Inn Scholarships

Awards

Sir Tomas More Scholar, Lincoln’s Inn
Sir Hubert Greenland Scholarship, Lincoln’s Inn
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